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China

Global Supply Chain
Management
TransPak’s satellite offices in Asia ensure we have locations and
manufacturing where our customers need the support. By being
where you are, we can help you shorten your global supply chain.

Shanghai, China
With its presence in Shanghai, TransPak brings a high-tech,
precision approach in crating, packing and logistics to this vital
international manufacturing hub. We work not only with existing
U.S. manufacturing partners that have production facilities in the
region, but also with third-party contract manufacturers in China.

Taiwan

Singapore

Korea

Malaysia

TransPak has been a key partner to leading
companies for decades, so we understand
the global supply chain. Strategically
located to support the semiconductor,
aerospace, medical equipment, security
and solar industries, we know what it
means to operate around the world. That’s
why we have offices in Shanghai, China;
Tainan, Taiwan; Seoul, Korea; Johor,
Malaysia; and Singapore.

Tainan, Taiwan
Tainan’s Science-Based Industrial Park, a key electronics
manufacturing region, houses high-tech global manufacturers who
partner with TransPak. Streamline your supply chain through
Taiwan with our custom made crates and transit cases, as well as
our shock-mounted skids and containers.

Seoul, Korea
Korea’s importance in global manufacturing supply chains
continues to grow. TransPak scaled up production of crating and
packaging capabilities. Located southwest of Kyeung-gi province
near Pyeung-Taek port in Korea, TransPak can conveniently
service many of the high-tech manufacturers in the
Incheon/Ansan/Hwasung Industrial Parks to ensure their supply
chain runs smoothly.

Johor, Malaysia
To meet customer demand, TransPak scaled up production of
crating and packaging capabilities in Johor Bahru. These links in
critical trade centers ensure TransPak can help you maintain
consistent quality in your supply chain worldwide

Singapore
TransPak’s presence in this important Southeast Asian Financial
and Manufacturing Hub provides the support top blue chip
companies require from a first tier supplier. To ensure customers
requirements can be easily met, TransPak’s Singapore facility even
includes a heat treatment center which speeds the production
process so your manufactured goods are protected during
transportation.

Benefit from Global Packaging, Crating and
Logistics Solutions
Our global operations demonstrate TransPak’s deep commitment
to meeting our customer needs. Global supply chains require
worldwide consistent quality and TransPak delivers with crating,
packaging and logistics services available in critical manufacturing
hubs – Shanghai, Tainan, Seoul and Singapore.

To learn more about how TransPak can shorten your
supply chain and reduce your transportation costs,
please call 877.883.2525 or visit www.transpak.com.
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